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FRANCISCAN WORK WITH UNLOCATED TEXT IN BINDING WASTE

[Bonaventura da Potenza]: Compendio della vita, e virtu’ del beato Bonaventura 
da Potenza, religioso sacerdote de’ minori conventuali, composto da un religioso 
dello stesso ordine. Con l’aggiunta d’alcuni portentosi miracoli. Rome, Milan, ed in 
Cremona: per il Ferrari Stampator Vescovile, 1776. £350

LEO CADOGAN RARE BOOKS
74 Mayton Street, London, N7 6QT

Witherden 2

Printed. One volume, 16.9 cms x 11.3 cms 
in binding, octavo, pp. 48. Collation: A–B12. 
Small woodcut device to title page, decorative 
border on all pages (including title page), one 
decorative initial, further woodcut decoration. 

Condition: light browning, occasional small 
spot or stain. Small holes to some blank margins 
at p. 35ff.  

Bound in pink/red marbled paper covers with 
contemporary binding waste visible internally 
(see discussion below). Marbled paper fraying at 
edges and faded overall, with occasional small 
tears. Light staining to spine and binding waste.   

Copy, with contemporary binding waste, a 
rare edition of this compendium of the life and 
virtues of Bonaventura of Potenza (1651–1711). 
He was born in Naples under the name Carlo 
Antonio Gherardo Lavanca, and went on to join 
the Franciscan order (pp. 3–4). 

Bonaventura of Potenza performed various 
miracles after his death in 1711, and was 
beatified by Pope Pius VI on the 29th of June 
1775 (p. 3). For example, a two-year old boy 
named Gioacchino Guerrasio was miraculously 
cured of disease when his mother brought him 
to Bonaventura’s tomb (p. 44). Like Bonaventura 
of Potenza, the author of the ‘Compendio’ was 
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a Franciscan—though his exact identity remains 
unknown. 

In the same year this book was printed, a shorter 
version of the text without the concluding 
catalogue of miracles was printed by Gaetano 
Cambiagi in Florence (IT\ICCU\CFIE\036479). 
Publications under the same title were also 
printed by the Stamperia Reale of Turin (1776) 
and by Giuseppe Bolzani (Rome, Milan, 
Cremona and Pavia, 1779). Further research 
would be necessary to determine whether the 
publications by the Stamperia and Bolzani are 
different editions of the present text or different 
texts with the same title (Reale edition IT\ICCU\
RMLE\061915; Bolzani edition not in SBN).

This particular copy is notable for its contemporary 
paper binding, which is supported internally by 
a sheet of printed waste material. Printed on one 
side only, the waste sheet is attached back to 
front, i.e. blank side up with the text underneath 
appearing in mirror image. The text is relatively 
legible even under natural light, though some 
letters are obscured in the gutter and elsewhere.

The text appears to be an Italian poem or hymn   
relating to the Virgin Mary. The text is divided into 
three columns, each with a decorative border. 
There are approximately 24 lines visible per 
column, though the top of the poem has been 
trimmed away during the binding process. 

Remarkably, the author and imprint details 
survive at the bottom. The text was printed ‘In 
Cremona nella Stamperia [d]e F. G. Ferrari. con 
lic de’ sup.’, i.e. presumably by the same printer 
as the text with which it is bound. The poem is 
ascribed at the bottom to ‘Giuseppe Bianchi’. 
This may be the same Giuseppe Bianchi (c.1730–
1790) whose ‘Osservazioni chirurgiche’ was 
printed by il Ferrari stampator vescovile in 1758 
(i.e. IT\ICCU\MODE\024027). 

The poem has no imprint date. It is tempting to 
assume a terminus ad quem of 1776, i.e. the year 
in which ‘Compendio’ was printed. However, 
we cannot rule out the possibility that this copy 
of ‘Compendio’ remained unbound for a few 
years after printing, or had a temporary binding 
before this one. Therefore, the devotional poem 
could theoretically postdate 1776. 

We have not been able to identify this poem 
or the edition, and in fact it may be a unique 
survival. Overall, this copy provides a fascinating 
insight into binding practices, paper ‘recycling’, 
and literary culture in early modern Italy. A 
working transcription of the binding waste is 
available upon request.

Bibliography
IT\ICCU\BASE\020107 (no locations given). 
OCLC shows just one copy outside Italy 
(University of Illinois). 

The three images above have been flipped digitally.
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LETTER ANTICIPATING WILLIAM III’S TRIUMPHAL ENTRY INTO THE HAGUE 

Howard, Charles (Third Earl of Carlisle, Viscount Morpeth): Autograph letter, signed, 
addressed to Monsieur de Nelson, ‘Gentilhomme-Anglois’. 15 January 1691. £950

Manuscript. Single sheet (33 x 22.3 cms), folded 
to create a bifolium. Letter on fols. 1r–2r, address 
on fol. 2v. Red wax seal intact on fol. 2v (approx. 
2cm in diameter), with central floral ornament 
and surrounding lettering (BELLA SI MA <....> 
ENTE).  

Condition: Browning, foxing, and fraying to 
paper. Some worming to pages and a few small 
holes/tears to margins, affecting at most three 
letters of a word. Seal intact but cracking.  

Loosely enclosed in a folded sheet of brown 
card. Residue from a nineteenth-century(?) label 
on front cover; later description affixed to rear 
cover (cf. provenance below). Fold lines to card, 
and some foxing, staining. 

Provenance: 
1. Remnants of a nineteenth-century(?) label on 

front cover (O<…>) of card enclosure. 
2. Later item description affixed to rear cover of 

card enclosure, probably from a bookseller’s 
catalogue. The number 27 appears at the 
head (presumably a page or item number). 
The description provides brief details about 
the date, format, sender, recipient, and 
contents of the letter, and describes it as an 
‘interesting historical letter’. 

Letter signed by Charles Howard (Third Earl 
of Carlisle, Viscount Morpeth; 1669–1738). 
The recipient was Monsieur de Nelson, a 
‘Gentilhomme-Anglois’ residing in Florence. 
Charles Howard represented Morpeth in 
Parliament (1690–1692) and wrote this letter 
during the final stages of a three-year grand tour 
of Europe (cf. Carter 2007). 

Having recently arrived in The Hague, he 
describes ongoing preparations for the imminent 
arrival of King William III (r. 1689–1702). In the 
previous year, James II and VII (King of England, 
Scotland, and Ireland) had been deposed and 
replaced by his daughter Mary II and her husband 
William of Orange. This was to be William’s first 
visit to the Dutch Republic since being crowned.   

As Viscount Morpeth explains, William III’s 
reception would include ‘Triumphal Arches 
to adorne his entry, fireworks & othere 
demonstrations of joy in a very extraordennary 
manner.’ William III would arrive in The Hague 
a few weeks after Viscount Morpeth’s letter was 
written. 

The spectacular welcome was commemorated in 
a contemporary etching by Jan Luyken (Dencher 
2017 p. 104; cf. National Portrait Gallery link in 
bibliography). 
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Beyond the King’s triumphal entry, Viscount 
Morpeth’s letter also discusses contemporary 
political affairs including the actions of the 
‘Rebells’ in Ireland and the ongoing investigation 
into ‘Torrington’. 

In December 1690, English Admiral Arthur 
Herbert, earl of Torrington (1648–1716) was 
court-martialed but ultimately acquitted for his 
role in the disastrous Battle of Beachy Head (see 
Hattendorf 2008). 

This letter provides a fascinating insight into the 
practicalities of international travel in the early 
modern period. Viscount Morpeth complains of a 
‘very fatigueing & seuere journey’, partly because 
it was an ‘improper season for trauelling’. 

He completed his journey from Bologna to the 
Hague on the 13th of January 1691, presumably 
by horse and carriage, and implies that the trip 
would have been more comfortable during the 
warmer months. Viscount Morpeth attributes 
his untimely journey to ‘suddain unexpected 
orders’—presumably relating to William III’s 
upcoming triumphal entry. 

Much attention has recently been given to the 
materiality of early modern letters (e.g. Daybell 
2012; the Unlocking History Research Group). 
This particular letter was constructed by folding a 
single sheet of paper in half to create a bifolium. 
The text of the letter occupies two and a half 
sides (folios 1r–2r). 

Once the letter was written, the paper was 
then folded yet further and sealed with wax, so 
that the letter could effectively serve as its own 
envelope. This technique is known as ‘letter-
locking’ according to the Unlocking History 

Research Group. Monsieur de Nelson was 
evidently careful not to break the red wax seal 
when opening his letter. A full transcription of 
this letter is available on request.

Bibliography
Carter, Philip, ‘Howard, Charles, third earl of 

Carlisle (1669–1738)’, Oxford Dictionary of 
National Biography (entry published in print 
and online in 2004; online version updat-
ed in 2007), last accessed 11 June 2021 via 
www.oxforddnb.com/ 

Daybell, James, The Material Letter in Early Mod-
ern England: Manuscript Letters and the Prac-
tices of Letter-Writing, 1512–1635 (Basking-
stoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012). 

Dencher, Alexander, ‘The triumphal medals 
of William III of Orange and the histoire 
métallique of Louis XIV of France in the 
wake of the Glorious Revolution’, Jaarboek 
voor Munt- en Penningkunde 104 (2017): 
pp. 102–35. Last accessed 11 June 2021 via  
https://jaarboekvoormuntenpenningkunde.
nl/jaarboek/2017/2017e.pdf  

Early Modern Letters Online, last accessed 11 
June 2021 via emlo.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/

‘The Entry of His Majesty William III, King of 
Great Britain, in The Hague, 5 February 
1691’, etching by Jan Luyken c.1691, Nation-
al Portrait Gallery, last accessed 11 June 2021 
via https://www.npg.org.uk

Hattendorf, John B. ‘Herbert, Arthur, earl of Tor-
rington’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biog-
raphy (entry published in print and online in 
2004; online version updated in 2008), last 
accessed 101June 2021 via www.oxforddnb.
com/

Unlocking History Research Group – Letterlock-
ing website, last accessed 11 June 2021 via  
http://letterlocking.org/
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OBSERVATIONS ON A SOLAR ECLIPSE BY INFLUENTIAL ITALIAN SCHOLAR

Giovanni Poleni: Observatio Solaris Eclipsis Habita Patavii V. Nonas Maias MDCCXV. 
Accessere Epistolæ duæ de quodam Phænomeno in eadem Eclipsi observato. Patavii 
[i.e. Padua], Typis Ioannis Baptistæ Conzatti, [1715]. £250

Printed. 1 volume. 25.2 cm x 18.5 cm in binding, 
quarto, pp. 31 [1]. Intaglio vignette on title page 
depicting a column raised by a winch, with 
motto (LABORE ET TEMPORE). One decorative 
initial, one triangular woodcut ornament to 
separate sections of text. 

Condition: light browning, minor foxing to top 
margin of some pages, inky fingerprints (likely 
from original printing) on p.3.   

Bound in cartonnage covers, probably a modern 
reproduction binding. One free endpaper at front 
and one at rear. Partial pastedowns on front and 
rear. Cartonnage fraying very slightly at corners 
and sides, crease line on front cover, staining to 
inside cover. 

Provenance
1. Pencil note on front free endpaper (M69). 

Crossed out pencil note immediately above 
(M29).  

2. Possibly from same owner, note in pencil on 
rear pastedown (Acquisito 22-5-95 3/15). 
The acquisition was probably made by 
Giancarlo Beltrame (1925–2011).

3. Chiswick Auctions, 12 July 2018 (which had 
items from Beltrame’s library), lot 432.

Only full edition of this astronomical work by 
influential Italian scholar Giovanni Poleni (1683–
1761). The text contains Poleni’s observations on 
a solar eclipse that took place on the 3rd of May 
1715. The eclipse in question is now commonly 
known as ‘Halley's Eclipse’ because it was 
accurately predicted by English astronomer 
Edmond Halley (1656–1742). This astronomical 
event generated great interest among scholars in 
eighteenth-century Europe. 

No other editions of Poleni’s ‘Observatio’ are 
known except for a much shorter version that 
was also published by Conzatti in 1715 (IT\
ICCU\VIAE\030731). 
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Poleni’s areas of expertise extended far beyond 
astronomy—he also pursued archaeology, 
architecture, mathematics, medicine, and 
physics. He is perhaps best known for his role 
in architectural restoration, having given advice 
about repairs to the Basilica of San Marco in 
Venice and the Dome of St Peter’s Basilica in the 
Vatican (see Farinati 2003, Bianco 2017). 

Poleni was a Fellow of the Royal Society and is 
commemorated by a statue in Padua’s iconic 
Prato della Valle piazza. 

Bibliography:
IT\ICCU\VIAE\004183 (not to be confused 
with IT\ICCU\VIAE\030731). 

Bianco, Alessia, ‘Italian Technical Literature in 
the Field of Architectural Restoration: The 
Case Study of the Historic Memories about 
the Vatican Church by Giovanni Poleni’, 
Studies in Conservation 62:5 (2017): 283–93. 
DOI: 10.1080/00393630.2016.1148379.

Boley, Bruno A., ‘Poleni, Giovanni’, Complete 
Dictionary of Scientific Biography, vol. 11 
(New York: Scribner, 2008), pp. 65–66. Last 

accessed 14 May 2021 via Gale eBooks.
Farinati, Valeria, ‘Poleni, Giovanni, Marchese’, 

Grove Art Online (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2003), last accessed 14 May 2021.  

Walters, Alice N., ‘Ephemeral Events: English 
Broadsides of Early Eighteenth-Century Solar 
Eclipses’, History of Science 37 (1999): 1–43. 

CONTROLLING THE SALE OF MEDICINE IN 18TH-CENTURY BELGIUM

[Pharmacy regulation. Ghent]: Ordonnantie van Heer ende Weth der Stadt Gendt 
op den Taux der Droguen ende Medicamenten Raekende de Pharmacie van de 
Apothecarissen der gemelde Stadt. Gendt [i.e. Ghent], Jan Meyer, 1757. £750

Printed. One volume, 20.8 cm x 17 cm in 
binding, quarto, pp. [4], 50, [6]. Collation: π2, 
A–G4 (G4 blank). Ghent coat of arms on title 
page (lion rampant on dark shield). Horizontal 
woodcut ornament at head of preface. 

Condition: light browning, tape repairs to 3 
pages (all blank margins), occasional loss to 
lower corners (all blank), small yellow stain on 
title page. 

Bound in vellum over boards, with fore edge cover 
extensions. Four leather ties, each with leather 
bead at end. Two pale blue flyleaves at front and 
two at rear, with matching pastedowns. Three 
holes in inner margin of each page, indicating 
earlier stab-stitching. Some imperfections in 
vellum, staining to flyleaves from leather ties. 

Provenance 
1. Early annotation on title page (Hai[?] Gendt).
2. Pencil note on front pastedown (Ant 5C). 
3. Pencil note on rear pastedown 

(J8FEVE7JZXPO). 

Very rare first edition of this Ghent tax ordinance 
for medical goods, which provides a fascinating 
insight into the history of medicine and financial 
regulation in eighteenth-century Belgium. The 
preface, in Dutch, explains that apothecaries 
(etc.) will be fined 12 guilder if they sell medical 
goods for more than the amounts listed in the 
book, and that they must also pay the required tax 
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‘punctuelyck ende exactelyck’ (i.e. punctually 
and precisely).  

The text itself is predominantly tabular, listing 
various medical goods under their Latin names. 
Each item has a corresponding tax rate (e.g. 
uncia, which is 1/12), and a maximum price. The 
goods are divided into categories such as roots, 
flowers, animal parts, minerals, and ointments. 

Unsurprisingly, some of the most expensive items 
on the list are those that had to be imported 
from outside Europe. ‘Margaritarum oriental’, 
i.e. ‘oriental pearls’, have a maximum price of 3 
guilder (p. 23). Cinnamon, native to Southeast 
Asia, is also relatively costly (max. price 15 
Stuyv.; p. 6). 

Opium use was becoming more and more 
common in western medicine during the 
century in which the ‘Ordonnantie’ was written 
(cf. Maehle 1995, p. 52). ‘Opii crudi’, i.e. ‘crude 
opium’, has a maximum price of 1 Oord in this 
ordinance (p. 19). 

An important reference text, copies of the 
‘Ordonnantie’ likely saw extensive use before 
becoming obsolete. This may help to explain 
why so few survive today. It appears that the 
present copy was originally stab-stitched, an 
inexpensive but strong style of binding that 
would have complemented practical everyday 
use. The end of the book lists errata for 

‘Pharmacopoea Gandavensis’, a contemporary 
medical reference text (presumably referring 
here to STCV 12916656). 

The title page identifies Jan Meyer as the 
‘Geswooren Stadts-Drucker’ of Ghent, i.e., the 
sworn city printer. According to Ferdinand van 
der Haeghen (1861), Meyer was active between 
1737–1771 and predominantly printed items 
issued by the magistrate of the municipality. Jan 
Meyer was succeeded as sworn printer of Ghent 
by Josse Begyn, who went on to produce the 
only other known edition of ‘Ordonnantie’ in 
1787 (STCV 12914377). 

Bibliography:
Not in STCV. 

OCLC shows two copies in the Low Countries 
but none elsewhere (Bibliotheek Universiteit van 
Amsterdam, Koninklijke Apothekersvereniging 
van Antwerpen). 

van der Haeghen, Ferdinand, Bibliographie 
Gantoise: recherches sur la vie et les travaux 
des imprimeurs de Gand (1483–1850), 
Tome III, 1ère Partie du XVIIIe Siècle (Gh-
ent: E. Vanderhaeghen, 1861), pp. 324–
325, 341 (no. 3754). Last accessed 14 May 
2021 via https://archive.org/details/bibliog-
raphiega28haeggoog/page/n12/mode/2up  

Maehle, Andreas-Holger, ‘Pharmacologi-
cal Experimentation with Opium in the 
Eighteenth Century’, in Roy Porter and 
Mikuláš  Teich (eds.), Drugs and Narcot-
ics in History (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1995), pp. 52–76.
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FRENCH EMBLEM BOOK WITH INTRIGUING PRINTING ERRORS

[Chesneau, Augustin, O.E.S.A.] [Flamen, Albert]: Emblemes sacrez sur le tres-saint et 
tres-adorable Sacrement de l’Eucharistie. Paris, chez Florentin Lambert, 1667. £950

Printed. 1 volume, 17.9 cms x 12 cms in 
binding, octavo, pp. [12] 205 [1]. Several pages 
misnumbered. Woodcut device to title-page, 
further woodcut decoration, 101 engraved plates 
numbered [1], 100. Plate 73 printed twice, the 
second time instead of plate 74 (see below). 
Plates 99 and 100 printed in wrong order. 

Condition: browning, some foxing, spotting, and 
staining. Loosening to textblock. 

Bound in contemporary or early vellum. 
Lettering to spine (Emblemes Eucharistiques), 
with remnants of earlier lettering underneath. 
Pastedowns at front and rear, one free endpaper 
at front and one at rear. Vellum slightly soiled 
and scratched, two very small holes in spine, 
pastedowns broken around vellum turn-ins.

Provenance:
1. Owner’s inscription on title page (Pr G 

Neesen).
2. Remnants of a bookplate on front pastedown 

but no text remaining. 
3. Modern paper print-out of plate 74 enclosed 

between pp. 150–51 (9.3 cms x 8 cms). 
Dutch explanatory note in red pen on reverse 
(Deze plaat [--?--] in alle ex. van deze editie 
misdrukt).  

4. Modern pencil notes on front free endpaper 
and title page. 

Copy (with unusual printing errors) of the 
first French-language edition of ‘Orpheus 
eucharisticus, sive Deus absconditus’ (1657), a 
Latin emblem book on the Eucharist. The second 
edition of the text overall, this text was abridged 
and translated from the Latin by Augustin Lubin. 

The 101 emblems were produced by Albert 
Flamen (c.1620–after 1693), a Flemish engraver 
working in France, perhaps the ‘A. Flament’ 
noted as ‘peintre et dessinateur ordinaire de 
Monsieur, Frère du Roy’ in 1692 (Coppens 
2003).  The emblems depict a variety of subjects 
from both the human and the natural world. 
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Emblem 30 depicts the Pauxis, with a precious 
blue stone in its nose, which was understood to 
have been brought from America to Philip II of 
Spain. Emblem 66 shows an electric eel found 
in the Meta River (a tributary of the Orinoco) - 
giving a fisherman a jolt. 

In the present copy, plate 73 appears a second 
time where plate 74 should be, and plates 99 
and 100 are in the wrong order. A modern reader 
has enclosed a printout of the missing plate 74. 
Plate 74 appears correctly in both the Getty 
Institute copy and the Universitätsbibliothek Kiel 
copy (both digitized; see bibliography). Further, 
in both the Getty and Kiel copies, plates 99 and 
100 are in the correct order. 

In books like ‘Emblemes sacrez’, in which 
letterpress text and intaglio prints appear on the 
same sheet, word and image would have been 
added in two separate phases (cf. Gaskell 2004, 
p. 229). Specifically, all of the text would have 
been printed first, with blank spaces left for the 
intaglio prints to be added later (cf. Gaskell 
2004, p. 229). 

Adding 101 intaglio prints to each copy of 
‘Emblemes sacrez’ would have been a complex 
undertaking. Presumably copies would have 
been processed in batches, with the intaglio 
prints added in parallel (i.e. all plate 1s, then 

all plate 2s, etc.). The potential for error here, 
especially given that the majority of the plates 
are the same size, would have been high—and, 
in this copy, something did indeed go wrong. 

More research would be needed to establish 
how exactly these errors occurred in practice, 
and how many other surviving copies preserve 
the same mistakes. What is clear, however, is 
that the present copy provides a valuable insight 
into human error in early printing.

Bibliography
OCLC shows copies outside mainland Europe 
at University of Glasgow, Ushaw College, 
McMaster University, Columbia University, 
Duke University, Getty Research Institute, 
Harvard University, the Huntington Library, 
Newberry Library, Princeton University, and Yale 
University. We have previously sold a copy to 
one further American institution. Well-located 
in Libraries in mainland Europe. 

Coppens, Christian, ‘Flamen, Albert’, Grove Art 
Online (2003). Last accessed 20 May 2021. 

Gaskell, Roger, ‘Printing House and Engraving 
Shop: A Mysterious Collaboration’, The Book 
Collector 53 (2004), pp. 213–54. Last ac-
cessed 20 May 2021 via www.rogergaskell.
com. 

‘Flamen, Albert’, RKD Nederlands Instituut 
voor Kunstgeschiedenis. Last accessed 20 
May 2021 at https://rkd.nl/nl/explore/art-
ists/28215.

Digitization of Getty Digital Institute copy of 
Emblemes sacrez (1667). Last accessed 20 
May 2021 via www.archive.org.  

Digitization of Universitätsbibliothek Kiel copy 
of Emblemes sacrez (1667). Last accessed 
20 May 2021 via https://dibiki.ub.uni-kiel.
de/viewer/resolver?urn=urn:nbn:de:g-
bv:8:2-1019674. 

Hopel, Ingrid, ‘Augustin Chesneau's Emblemes 
Sacrez of 1667: Nature Study and Last Sup-
per’, Emblematica 16 (2008), pp. 321–38. 
[Currently unable to access]

Landwehr, John, French, Italian, Spanish, and 
Portuguese Books of Devices and Emblems 
1534–1827: A Bibliography. Bibliotheca Em-
blematica VI, Romanic Emblem Books (Utre-
cht: Haentjens, Dekker & Gumbert 1976), p. 
225. [Currently unable to access]
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REPORT ON CATASTROPHIC STORM IN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY ITALY

[Relazione]: Relazione del calamitoso accidente accaduto nella fortezza di 
Civitavecchia per la caduta di un fulmine in quel Magazzino della polvere. Rome: 
Nella Stamperia Cracas, 1779. £250

Printed. 1 volume, 25.3 x 17.9 in binding, 
quarto, pp. [4]. Woodcut ornament to title page, 
one woodcut initial, two further decorative 
woodcuts. 

Condition: each leaf of bifolium extended on 
three sides at an early date; browning (more so 
to paper extensions). 

Bound in modern(?) white paper covers with 
cream and green floral decorative strip to spine. 
Light staining to covers, slight damage to corners. 

Provenance
1. Paper possibly resized for a Sammelband, in 

which this was item 39. 
2. 39 written in brown ink, upper margin of 

title page. 
3. AM829 written in pencil, lower margin of 

final verso. 
4. H53 written in pencil, upper margin of 

inside cover.  
5. Chiswick Auctions, 12 July 2018, lot 476. 

Only edition of this contemporary report on a 
disastrous thunderstorm that struck Civitavecchia 
on the 29th of September, presumably in 1779. 
The report was written to satisfy public curiosity 
about the tragic events that unfolded at this 
fortified coastal city near Rome. 

The report starts by examining the physical impact 
of the storm on the fortress and surrounding 
areas. The critical moment came when a bolt 
of lightning (‘saetta’) struck the gunpowder 
magazine (‘Polveriera’), which ignited all of the 
explosives. 

Naturally, this caused immense damage: many of 
the fortress walls were on the verge of collapsing, 
and windows were broken throughout the city. 
The church of Maria de’ PP. Domenicani and 
the Palazzo della Rocca also suffered significant 
damage. 

The report then goes on to assess the human cost 
of the disaster. There was evidently a great loss 
of life, especially among those who lived inside 
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the fortress. A pregnant woman was buried in 
the rubble, but she was rescued. Many other 
people were injured by falling debris. The terror 
felt by local citizens during the ordeal is strongly 
emphasized. At the close of the report, the 
writer(s) anticipate receiving further information 
about the disaster. 

The report was produced in an ephemeral 
pamphlet format, a standard genre for news. It 
is unsurprising, then, that so few copies survive 
today. 

Bibliography:
IT\ICCU\RMLE\053971

OCLC and SBN show copies in the British 
Library, Biblioteca Casanatense, and Biblioteca 
comunale Augusta, but none outside Europe. 

GENEALOGICAL TEXT ON NOBLE BELGIAN FAMILY

[T’Serclaes Family]: Filiation et preuves justificatives de la famille de T’Serclaes. 
Bruxelles [i.e. Brussels], Chez Pauwels, 1786. £450

Printed. One volume, 22.8 x 19 cms in binding, 
quarto, pp. [6] 29 [1]. One folding genealogical 
table, approx. 61 x 42 cms unfolded (watermark 
H L E). Decorative borders on title page and 
folding genealogical table. Woodcut decoration 
to title page, miscellaneous woodcut decorations 

at section divisions. Marginal paratext (pp. 1–21, 
24–26). 

Condition: browning to pages; some foxing 
towards end. Inky fingerprint(?) stains to blank 
outer margins of title page. Browning, spotting, 
and a few tears to folding genealogical table 
(largest tear approx. 6 cms). 

Bound in 19th-century black goatskin-covered 
boards. One free endpaper at front and one at 
rear. Pastedowns at front and rear. Rubbing to 
leather at corners and base of spine, leather 
slightly scratched on covers. 

Provenance
1. Early handwritten correction to folding 

genealogical table (Jean > Joseph). Possibly 
linked to provenance 2. 

2. Early(?) handwritten correction to a date 
on A3r (18 > 15[?]), possibly linked to 
provenance 1.

3. Bookseller’s label affixed to front pastedown 
(Avis. Cet Ouvrage se vend chez FRANÇOIS 
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MICHEL, Imprimeur-Libraire rue de Namur 
No 36, à Louvain.)

4. Owned by a member of the Flemish noble 
Kerchove d’Ousselghem family. Armorial 
bookplate with initials K. O. and Kerchove 
family motto (ENDURER POUR DURER). 

5. Pencil ownership inscription on front free 
endpaper (Jilet[?] Jaussié). 

Only edition of this genealogical text on the 
t’Serclaes, a noble Belgian family who rose to 
prominence in the fourteenth century. In 1356, 
Everard t’Serclaes (c.1315–1387) expelled 
Flemish invaders from Brussels and was 
subsequently knighted (cf. State 2015 pp. 422–
23). 

Everard t’Serclaes remains, quite literally, a 
tangible presence in Brussels today. He is 
commemorated by a statue in Karel Bulsstraat, 
which tourists often stroke for good luck. He 
has also given his name to both a campus 
building and a street in Brussels (respectively 
T’Serclaesgebouw, T’Serclaesstraat; cf. Sleiderink 
and Vannieuwenhuyze 2012). 

This book focuses on establishing the kinship 
of the branch of the T’Serclaes family in the 
Netherlands. The majority of the text comprises 
a genealogical list in reverse chronological order, 
starting with Charles-Gustave-Eduard-Auguste 
t’Serclaes. He was baptised in 1785—just one 

year before this book was printed—and his 
lineage is traced back to Everard t’Serclaes over 
the course of twenty pages. 

The visually impressive folding table at the 
beginning of the book provides an overview 
of the family lineage from the fourteenth to the 
eighteenth centuries, with Everard prominently 
at the top as ‘Libérateur de la Ville de Bruxelles 
en l’an 1356’. 

Very few copies of this book survive today, 
and this one was once owned by a member of 
another noble family from the Low Countries—
the Kerchove d’Ousselghem. The present copy 
is also notable for preserving corrections by 
attentive early reader(s).  
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Bibliography:
STCV 7026395

OCLC and STCV show copies at Koninklijke 
Bibliotheek, Koninklijk Nederlands Instituut 
te Rome, and Stedelijke Erfgoedbibliotheek-
Stadsarchief Mechelen but none outside 
mainland Europe. 

Digitization of Koninklijke Bibliotheek copy of 
Filiation et preuves justificatives de la famille 
de T’serclaes (Brussels, 1786), last accessed 4 
June 2021 via Google Books. 

L'association Kerchove vereniging (AKV) web-
site, last accessed 4 June 2021 via https://
www.kerchove.eu/nos-racines/kerchove-
pour-les-nuls/ 

State, Paul F, Historical Dictionary of Brussels, 
2nd edn. (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Little-
field, 2015), pp. 192, 422–23.  

Sleiderink, Remco, and Bram Vannieuwen-
huyze, ‘Everard T’Serclaes. Beeldvorming en 
lieux de mémoire rond een Brusselse stad-
sheld’, Tijd-Schrift. Heemkunde en lokaal-erf-
goedpraktijk in Vlaanderen 2, nr. 1 (2012), pp. 
6–21. Last accessed 4 June 2021 via www.
academia.edu

EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY COMMENTARY ON PROVERBS 8:22–31

[Girardin, Jean-Baptiste, curé de Mailleroncourt]: Reflexions physiques en forme de 
commentaire, sur le chapitre huitieme du Livre des Proverbes, dépuis le Verset vingt-
deux jusqu’au Verset trente-un. Par Mr. G. C. de M. Paris, Antoine-Hyacinthe Vautrin, 
1758. £500

Printed. One volume, 16.3 x 10.3 cms in 
binding, octavo, pp. 434 [14], including final 
blank. Collation: A–2E8. Woodcut vignette to 
title page. One decorative initial, sections of text 
divided by decorative horizontal rules, other 
decorative ornaments. 

Condition: light browning, burn marks to pp. 
159–167 (text still legible). 

Bound in mottled sheep over boards. Raised 
bands creating six spine compartments. Label 
with gold lettering in second spine compartment 
(REFLEXION PHYSIQUES) and gold-tooled floral 
decoration in remaining compartments. Gold-

tooled decoration to sides. Two free endpapers 
at front and two at rear. Marbled pastedowns 
and facing endpapers. Thin blue bookmark. Red 
edges. Leather abraded, stained, and slightly 
rubbed and worn; top joint slightly sprung; 
pastedowns stained and broken at hinges. 

Provenance:
1. Erased note (presumably an ownership 

inscription) to title page. The note was 
underlined twice, but these lines were not 
erased. Some ink transfer from note still 
extant on verso of facing endpaper.

2. Eighteenth-century ownership inscription to 
titlepage, final letter cancelled and rewritten 
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([?] F A L Ganes 1759).
3. Eighteenth-century(?) note at top of title page 

(incertaines et fausses mais réflexions très 
utiles).

4. Correction in early hand to p. 137 
(ergnaniques > organiques). This individual 
is perhaps also responsible for underlining 
some text on p. 79.

5. Pencil notes in a variety of hands, in the 
following locations: verso facing the title page 
(par J. B. Girardin, curé de Mailleroncourt); 
verso of front free endpaper (50 G[?]); recto 
of first rear endpaper (12); and verso of final 
blank (301 329 403 409). The final note 
corresponds to faint marginal pencil marks 
on the page numbers listed. A similar pencil 
mark also appears in the margin of p. 295.

Only edition of this French commentary on ten 
verses of the Old Testament Book of Proverbs 
(8:22–31), in a copy with a variety of evidence 
of early ownership. 

After the preface, the relevant Biblical text is 
given in both Latin and French (pp. 7–8). This 
section of Proverbs concerns the time before 
God had created the earth (‘Adhuc terram non 
fecerat’; Proverbs 8:26). 

The commentary itself draws on authorities 
including Copernicus, Descartes, Galileo, 
Newton, and Spinoza. There is a helpful index 

for the reader at the back of the book. The text 
was written by Jean-Baptiste Girardin (d.1783), 
the parish priest of Mailleroncourt in the diocese 
of Besançon. 

This copy is notable for having a range of 
evidence for early ownership and interaction. 
The title page seems to have been annotated 
by three individuals. There is an ownership 
inscription for ‘[?] F A L Ganes 1759’, i.e. just one 
year after the book was printed. A separate(?) 
hand has added a comment on the content of 
the material, describing the text as uncertain and 
false but nonetheless very useful. 

There was once another short note on the 
title page, presumably another ownership 
inscription, but it has been erased. Further, an 
attentive early reader has corrected the text at 
page 137, spotting an error that was not listed in 
the corrections at the back of the book. 
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REGULATING THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

[Spain. Philip IV. Ordinance. Low Countries]: Placcart du Roy nostre sire par lequel 
se defend l’entrée des Draps, Bayes, Carisées, Stamettes, Sayes, & autres manufactures 
de Laine, és Payes & Villes pardeçà. Bruxelles [i.e. Brussels], Chez Hubert Anthoine 
Velpius, 1660. £250

Printed. One volume, 20.5 x 16.2 cms in binding, 
quarto, pp. [16]. Collation A–B4. Coat of arms to 
title page and one decorative initial. Woodcut 
decoration on B4v depicting imperial eagle and 
crucifix, with motto (SUB UMBRA ALARUM 
TUARUM PROTEGE NOS, i.e. ‘protect us in the 
shade of your wings’), signed I. Ieghers.

Condition: browning and light foxing to pages. 
Four pages soiled. Paper repairs to two rectos 
(visible on versos), affecting one word (still 
legible). Minor tears to blank margins of some 
pages. An old stab hole in gutter of each page 
near bottom margin.  

Bound in pink paper. Paper slightly stained and 
creased.  

Bibliography:
Conlon 58:746.

OCLC shows copies outside France in The British 
Library and Universitätsbibliothek Heidelberg. 
NUC shows only the (defunct) Engineering 
Societies Library, New York (now Linda Hall 
Library, Kansas City). We have placed a copy in 
a further American institution.

Bibliothèque Nationale de France data for 
Jean-Baptiste Girardin, last accessed 18 June 
2021 via https://data.bnf.fr/en/16769159/
jean-baptiste_girardin/ 

Digitization of Bibliothèque municipale de Lyon 
copy of Réflexions physiques en forme de 
commentaire (Paris, 1758), last accessed 18 
June 2021 via  Google Books.

François Xavier de Feller, Dictionnaire historique 
ou Biographie Universelle, 8th edn, vol. 9 
(Paris, 1836), p. 257. 
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Thin pamphlets such as this one were very 
susceptible to loss, and it is therefore unsurprising 
that so few copies survive today. The clipped 
marginal annotations on A4v indicate that the 
pages were trimmed at some point.

Bibliography:
STCV 12911621 (different issue). 

OCLC and STCV show copies of this work at 
Koninklijke Bibliotheek, Folger Shakespeare 
Library, and Universiteitsbibliotheek Gent. 
The Koninklijke Bibliotheek copy (digitised on 
Google Books) is in the same issue as our copy.

Digitization of Koninklijke Bibliotheek copy 
of Placcart du Roy nostre sire par lequel se 
defend l’entrée des Draps, Bayes, Carisées, 
Stamettes, Sayes, & autres manufactures de 
Laine, és Payes & Villes pardeçà (Brussels, 
1660), last accessed 4 June 2021 via Google 
Books.

Phillips, Carla Rahn, ‘The Spanish Wool Trade, 
1500–1780’, Journal of Economic History 
42:4 (1982): 775–95.

STCV record for Anthoon Velpius Huybrecht II, 
last accessed 4th June 2021 via https://man-
ual.stcv.be/p/Anthoon_Velpius_Huybrecht_II 

Vermeir, René, ‘How Spanish were the Spanish 
Netherlands?’, Dutch Crossing 36:1 (2012): 
3–18.

Provenance:
1. Two marginal annotations on A4v, partially 

clipped away (‘<.>a bisitatiorum’, ‘<.>al 
parler’[?]). 

Very rare copy of this set of regulations governing 
the textile industry in the Spanish territories of 
the Low Countries. 

This is one of two issues printed by Hubert 
Anthoine Velpius in Brussels in 1660. There are 
no other known editions—though Velpius did 
print a slightly longer text under a similar title in 
1666 (i.e. STCV 12911585).  

In 1660, when this book was printed, a portion 
of the Low Countries were part of the Spanish 
Netherlands (cf. Vermeir 2012). Spain exported 
much of their wool to northern Europe during 
the early modern period (cf. Phillips 1982). 

This set of regulations for the textile industry 
was printed in the name of King Philip IV of 
Spain (1605–1665), and the title page identifies 
Hubert Anthoine Velpius as ‘Imprimeur de sa 
Majesté’. 

The preface references the input of Don Luis de 
Benavides Carrillo de Toledo, who was Governor 
of the Habsburg Netherlands between 1659 and 
1664. After the preface, the text is divided into 
twenty-three short sections.


